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Refrigeration and freezing
solutions for gastronomy, industry
and commerce
Viessmann is one of the leading manufacturers of refrigeration solutions. Its product
portfolio includes refrigeration cabinets with
remote and integral refrigeration, coldrooms,
refrigeration systems and accessories as well
as installation and maintenance. Its comprehensive product and service range includes
highly efficient solutions for commercial
applications.
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The new Iconic freezer at Edeka
Kusenberg, Goch, Germany

Gusto service counter

e-Novus multideck
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The success story: Edeka Kusenberg in Goch, Germany
Iconic from Viessmann ensures an attractive shopping atmosphere

New type of display unit with improved
ergonomics
Iconic by Viessmann is a completely new
type of cabinet on the food retail market. The
semi-vertical, 1.50-metre-tall freezer gives
the products excellent visibility and optimises
the presentation of frozen foods at the point
of sale. Large glass surfaces at the ideal
height ensure the perfect view. An attractive
and well-lit presentation catches the customers’ attention and promotes spontaneous
purchases. Well-conceived ergonomics allow
the desired products to be reached comfortably. Customers no longer have to bend down
while shopping in freezer islands, as they can
comfortably remove pizzas, chips, etc. from
the cabinet whilst remaining upright. Iconic is
also easy to fill thanks to its optimised ergonomics.
More freedom for supermarket design
“They can be used specifically as an eyecatcher to encourage customers to make
spontaneous purchases even more than
before. With their height of 1.50 m, the Iconic
installations are low enough to retain the
transparent ambience of the supermarket at
all times,” explains Rudi Spengler, Managing
Director of IKT Innovative Kältetechnik GmbH,
in approval with his customer. “The Iconic
freezers fit perfectly into the overall design

concept of our supermarket. They don’t
obstruct customers’ view at all, they refresh
the shopping atmosphere,” says supermarket
representative Christian Kusenberg, who profits from the innovative ideas of both Viessmann and Spengler in many ways.
50% more capacity
In comparison with a conventional freezer
island, the Iconic freezer offers up to 50%
more capacity, without taking up more space.
The semi-vertical freezer can be used flexibly to sell frozen produce in bags and boxes.
The island-shaped upper and lower displays
offer many options for presenting goods. The
canopy of the cabinet can also be used for
combined offers and product communication.
So it’s no wonder that the new Iconic from
Viessmann also made a great impression with
Kusenberg’s retail colleagues. “Experts are
now flocking to Edeka Kusenberg in Goch,
as everyone wants to see the new freezers on
display” said Spengler.

A real asset for the point of sale
“Our gondola-shaped Iconic is a real asset to
the POS. It looks great, it’s absolutely customer friendly and its contribution has meant
that our sales of frozen food have been above
the budgeted figures right from the start” said

supermarket representative Christian Kusenberg happily. “Elderly customers in particular
are attracted to the ergonomic shape of the
upright Iconic.”

Christian Kusenberg,
supermarket representative

Food retail

WEZ Supermarket in Minden,
Germany

Iconic freezer
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The success story:
WEZ supermarkets in Minden and Bad Oeynhausen, Germany
More turnover at point of sale thanks to futuristic design

With modern store layouts, state-of-the-art
technology and an impressive product range,
the two stores are impressing both the customers and the experts. The WEZ Group has
made a clear break with tradition in the frozenfood department, exhibiting a daring attempt
to impress at the point of sale. This is the first
time in the company’s history that half-height
freezers have been used and these are none
other than the gondola-shaped Iconic freezers
from Viessmann. The dimensions are equally
impressive: The floor length of double-sided
Iconic freezers is 20 metres long in the refurbished Bad Oeynhausen store, and a whopping 30 metres in Minden.
Appealing shopping ambience
A pleasant shopping environment is a top priority in the concept at the new and reopened
WEZ markets. “We are using a combination
of timeless design and user comfort to create
a new shopping experience for our customers
in this all-important product group,” says Karl
Stefan Preuß, managing partner of the WEZ
Group. The anthracite-coloured Iconic from
Viessmann with its new design is an attractive
feature in both supermarkets and particularly
impresses customers with its ease of use.

Pleasant for the staff
The staff in the two WEZ stores also appreciate this advantage because restocking such
freezers is much better for their backs. “None
of my colleagues want anything more to do
with freezer islands. Working on half-height
freezers is much more pleasant, even though
they are slightly more difficult to restock,” said
Stephanie Albers, Category Manager for fresh
and frozen produce, which makes her responsible for 50 percent of the product range.
Clear plus after refurbishment
Besides the customers, the management
and the auditors also appreciate the attractive presentation of the frozen produce in the
Iconics. Sales of frozen food products rose by
an impressive 47 percent in the first half of
2016 at the WEZ market in Bad Oeynhausen
since the renovation. “This wasn’t just due
to the increase in frozen produce, the new
design and optimum presentation of goods
using the futuristic half-height freezers have
surely made a significant contribution too,”
explained Preuß, who invested 2.5 million
euros into both the refurbishment in Bad
Oeynhausen and the construction in Minden.
With the 47-percent increase in turnover, the
frozen foods department is now the top product group and has given the store as a whole
a 30-percent plus since the renovation.

Successful experiment
“It really was a daring experiment. For
40 years we exclusively used freezer islands
and wall freezers in our stores. So at first,
we only intended to install and test the new
half-height Iconic freezer from Viessmann only
in Bad Oeynhausen to see what the customers thought. The construction works at the
newly built store in Minden progressed faster
than planned, however, and so we were able

to open both stores within four weeks. And
so we took the risk and ordered Iconic for
Minden too – without any test phase at all. But
this experiment has paid off all round – for our
customers and for us”, said Karl Stefan Preuß,
managing director of the WEZ Group, who
was visibly pleased with the decision.
Karl Stefan Preuß,
managing partner of the WEZ Group

Food retail

Leho multideck with Smart Access
doors in HIT market in Berlin
Charlottenburg, Germany

Euromax plug-in multideck

Transcritical CO2 central refrigeration system
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The success story: Hit Ullrich supermarket in Berlin Charlottenburg
A turnkey project of great interest to the food retail sector

High flexibility, professional competence and
a great many custom-made items were called
for so that the Hit Ullrich supermarket in Berlin
Charlottenburg could shine with a new lustre
thanks to the specialists’ expertise. Under
difficult spatial conditions, a new, modern
supermarket arose from the complex of new
and old buildings.
On an area of 55m², the market presents
dairy products, meat and sausages in 21
Leho multideck modules from Viessmann, all
equipped with innovative smart-access doors,
which open without any contact. The Viessmann refrigeration solutions is fully presented
here with additional Luxo and Nardo freezers,
a 15-metre service counter line and e-Novus
multidecks. The Hit Ullrich supermarket presents beverages and convenience products in
two plug-in Euromax multidecks. Ice cream is
promoted in the Norwell plug-in freezers.

Specialist know-how
The spatial circumstances weren’t the only
challenge, the technical requirements were
demanding as well. The operator not only
requested cost-effectiveness and operational
reliability but also a highly efficient and energysaving system for refrigerating goods, air
conditioning and heating the store. That’s why
the new Hit Ullrich supermarket is waiting with
an array of the latest refrigeration and freezing
technology connected to the transcritical CO2
central refrigeration system.

Professional competence and high flexibility
“Working with Viessmann to realise the project as a turnkey one was the right decision.
The project management went exactly as
hoped,” said Georg Monheim, Head of Construction Planning at the Dohle Retail Group,
the members of which include the Hit Ulrich
stores. “The site conditions were extremely
difficult and the task was accordingly tricky.

I am delighted that we had the right partners
on board to professionally implement the
project.”

Georg Monheim, Head of Construction
Planning at the Dohle Retail Group

Food retail

Maxim chiller and freezer islands
at discounter KIWI Barkaker, Tonsberg, Norway

Intro roll-in multideck

Inspi semi-vertical multideck
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The success story: KIWI Barkåker, Tønsberg, Norway
A soft spot for the environment and refrigeration solutions from Viessmann

The discounter KIWI Barkåker in the
Norwegian town of Tønsberg covers a wide
range of goods for daily needs and special
occasions. Operations must be highly efficient
and run in an orderly fashion. KIWI Barkåker
focuses on organic products. For that reason,
the product range is much greater than in a
normal KIWI supermarket. It also focuses on
significantly reducing food waste.
Focus on organic
According to Ida Handeland, environmental
awareness is high and the goal is to waste
as little food as possible. The supermarket’s
ecological concept includes a large selection
of organic products. A new building and new
market solutions improve the discounter’s
energy efficiency, thus strengthening the
green profile.

Viessmann – the right choice
After continuous improvements in the supermarket, Ida Handeland is extremely satisfied with the refrigeration solutions from
V iessmann. She points out that the easy
access to the Maxim islands helps increase
turnover. KIWI Barkåker also has a Viessmann
combination of plug-in cabinets for display
in the middle of the room, a cold room and
remote refrigerated Intro and Inspi multidecks.
The company has a full-service contract for
maintenance on all refrigeration systems.

Food retail

e-Visio multideck in Urban Deli
Sveavägen, Sweden

e-Visio multideck

Inspi semi-vertical multideck
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The success story: Urban Deli Sveavägen, Sweden
Innovative, climate-friendly solutions

Urban Deli is more than just a supermarket.
CEO Johannes Andvaller describes the concept as a mixture of a modern food store
with groceries, a market hall, restaurant and
bakery. This is a pleasant atmosphere to eat,
drink a glass of wine and, at the same time,
make a shopping list for cheese, fresh fish,
vegetables and daily products for dinner at
home.
The concept calls for high standards in presenting the goods and requires flexible solutions
for the constantly changing circumstances
in the daily routine. For instance, the stylish
restaurant area overlaps with the lively market
area in a natural and customer-friendly manner.
A refrigerated counter serves to sell shellfish
by day and is converted into a seafood bar in
the evening, where the guests can enjoy a
glass of wine as well.
Urban Deli is ambitious enough to keep its
ecological footprint as small as possible. For
that reason, there was no alternative to running the refrigerated display units with the
most environmentally friendly refrigerant to

date: CO2. Jesper Weidlitz, concept developer at Urban Deli, points out that this is what
made Viessmann first choice. The company is
environmentally conscious and offers futureproof innovations which overlap with Urban
Deli’s environmental goals.
Urban Deli’s clear concept leads the industry
in many respects and is continuously being
refined. Weidlitz emphasises that the key factor in the decision-making process was the
fact that Viessmann listens very carefully and
is able to ideally implement the customer’s
requests in practice.
Close cooperation with the concept developers of Urban Deli and Viessmann established
an optimum of functionality, environmentally
friendliness and presentation in the newly
opened market hall. Now, a two-sided e-Visio
and half-height row of Inspi multideck will
boost turnover in the new food store. Fresh
products are offered in an elegant row of
Gusto service counters.

Food retail

Tecto cold and freezer rooms at the Orterer beverage store in Neuried (near Munich), Germany

Tecto cold and freezer room

Orterer beverage store Neuried
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The success story: Orterer beverage store in Neuried, Munich area,
Germany
The perfect stage for cooling beer, sparkling wine and other drinks
The newly opened Orterer beverage store in
Neuried, near Munich, aims to offer a far more
enjoyable shopping experience. One eyecatching feature in the new store from southern Germany’s largest beverage store chain is
the anthracite-coloured Tecto cold room from
Viessmann. With huge glass doors, an extra
window and integrated LED lighting, this
guarantees optimum product presentation
while also offering the pleasant side effect of
added shopping experience flair. Thanks to
its sophisticated partitioning, the Tecto cold
room from Viessmann impresses twofold at
Orterer: not only can it be used to store individual drinks bottles, but it also offers plenty
of space for refrigerating entire crates.
Ideally coordinated room versions
Differing spatial situations and customer
requirements give rise to a great need for flexibility, individuality and perfection. Viessmann
products embody all of these traits. They not
only consider important details, but also individual finish designs. Customers benefit from
many years of experience in the construction
of customised cold rooms.

Manager Norbert Czeguhn and his team use
the left-hand side to store crates of drinks,
which customers can remove simply and
conveniently.
SmartProtec – the new hygiene standard
Thanks to its ‘SmartProtec’ antimicrobial powder coating, the Tecto Standard WL 80 cold
room from Viessmann also offers genuine
added value in terms of hygiene. This coating
changes the physical properties of the surface
in such a way that biofilms are unable to form
on it. The gap-free Tecto overlapping of the
cold room wall panels furthermore prevents
the accumulation of water and dirt. Combined,
these features ensure outstanding hygiene,
which is why Viessmann cold rooms also
come recommended by the German Federation Association of Food Inspectors.
It is not only users who benefit from the quality of Viessmann cold rooms, but the fitting
teams too. Thanks to the special tongue and
groove system, Viessmann cold and deepfreezing rooms can be installed quickly and in
a completely customised manner.

When partitioning the cold room, Henkel and
Viessmann devised a very special concept.
The right-hand-side of the cold room attractively presents individual drinks bottles to
customers the flexi-shelf, while. while Store

Clear decision to buy
“The Tecto cold room is a real plus for our
newly opened store. It is an eye-catching
feature at the point of sale, makes the store
feel that bit more unique and is the perfect fit
for our design concept and colour scheme.
Whereas many beverage stores feel cold and
barren, we are committed to offering a cosy
atmosphere and showing there is another way

to do things. After all, the ‘shopping experience’ is becoming ever more important in the
beverage retail sector too. Our new cold room
is the best proof that beverage refrigerators
can not only be functional but also offer added
benefits from a visual perspective”, explains
Frank Henkel, authorised representative of
Orterer Getränkemärkte GmbH.

Frank Henkel, authorised representative
Orterer Getränkemärkte GmbH

Hotel/restaurant/catering

Viessmann Tecto cold rooms in the
“Altes Mädchen” brewpub in Hamburg,
Germany

Large Tecto combination coldroom in the brewpub’s kitchen

Tecto cold room with coloured LED lighting
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The success story: “Altes Mädchen” brewpub in Hamburg, Germany
Perfect cooling with a special flair

Although cold rooms and freezer rooms in
the dining business usually keep things fresh
behind closed doors, the Altes Mädchen brewhouse in the Hamburg Sternschanze district
has a completely different concept: They put
their cooling system on display – in the form
of a black lacquered Tecto cold room.
Optimal system technology and hygiene
When it comes to cold rooms and freezers,
the specialist has always relied on products
from Viessmann, a leading manufacturer of
refrigeration solutions in Europe. “I wouldn’t
consider anything else. Viessmann cold rooms
are the only ones on the market which have
an antimicrobial powder coating and gap-free
Tecto overlapping in the wall panels. And this
is a hygienic advantage which I don’t want
to deprive my customers of,” says André
Schapke, refrigeration and air conditioning
specialist from Delmenhorst, who considers
the simple installation system to be a major
deciding factor. “Thanks to the self-centring
groove and tongue system, the individual
elements fit together perfectly. When installing a 2 x 2 metre cold room, I save up to one
and half hours compared to the time I would
have needed otherwise. With that in mind,
the extra price of superior Viessmann quality
is well worth it in the overall calculation. The
important thing is that we’re able to offer
our customers the best solution possible,”
Schapke continues.

Show cooler in the restaurant area
Particularly demanding was the task of connecting the visible beverage cooler in the
restaurant area to the bar. “The transparent
concept required us to install nearly 20 beer
lines so that they would look visually appealing. And that was a success,” notes Patrick
Rüther, one of the two managing directors at
the “Altes Mädchen,” enthusiastically. André
Schapke had an extra-special idea for the bar:
a circular iced cooling strip which guests can
put their beer glasses on to cool.
Energy-efficient refrigeration in
the kitchen
The cooling and air conditioning system specialist and his team laid a good 100 metres
of cooling lines in Patrick Rüther’s and Axel
Ohm’s brewhouse. Beyond the lit beverage
cooler, Schapke set up the cooling in the
kitchen with a 10.2 x 1.45 m combination
cold room consisting of four cold rooms and
one deep freezer unit. These consisted of
Viessmann Tecto Standard WL 100 units,
while the beverage cooler was a Tecto Special
with 100 mm thick walls. In addition to high
hygiene standards, the Viessmann cold rooms
have been certified for their high energy
and insulation efficiency in efficiency tests
conducted by TÜV Süd. The high-quality cold
rooms also set themselves apart with their
highly economical life cycle costs.

Transparent cooling
“Our concept was a big hit with the guests.
We deliberately sought to set ourselves apart
from the traditional brewpub when furnishing
our restaurant and wanted to make it shine with
innovative ideas. That’s why you won’t see any
wooden barrels or common copper pipes here.
Instead, you can see right into the cold room,
which is fitted with a heated panel and coloured
LED lighting, so that we can change the colour

of the light in RGB mode. No less demanding
was the task of connecting the visible beverage cooler to the bar. The transparent concept
required us to install nearly 20 beer lines so
that they would look visually appealing. And
that was a success,” explains Patrick Rüther,
one of the two managing directors at the
“Altes Mädchen.”

André Schapke, A. Schapke Kühl- und
Klimaanlagen GmbH

Hotel/restaurant/catering

Viessmann Tecto cold room in Karl’s Adventure Village in Elstal near Berlin

Tecto cold rooms perfectly match the overall appearance

Karl’s Adventure Village in Elstal near Berlin
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The success story: “Karl’s Adventure Village”
in Elstal near Berlin, Germany
Dining with a difference
“To us, an authentic gastronomic experience
means that our guests can participate in the
production. Whether they go into the jam
kitchen, where they can watch our classic
product being made step-by-step, or the
pancake making area, where they can see
egg-based pancakes being made right before
their eyes. Kitchen and visitors areas are
painstakingly designed in all cases, so that our
guests have as much insight as possible into
the production and preparation of our products at Karl’s Adventure Village, says Head of
Production Robert Krohn.
When it comes to refrigerating strawberries,
fries, vegetables, ice cream, etc. we needed
not only visible refrigeration and freezing
systems, but ones that performed well technically and also looked good. Viessmann cold
rooms had the perfect solution for Karl’s
Adventure Village and fitted Viessmann cold
rooms in a black-brown special finish in RAL
colour 8022.
Trust through years of good work
together
Pommernkälte have relied on cold rooms and
freezer units by Viessmann for many years.
The refrigeration and freezing solutions by
Viessmann provide great added value, since

crobial powder coating and are fitted in a
joint-free manner thanks to Tecto overlapping
of the walls. Both guarantee a high level of
hygiene. This is why Viessmann cold rooms
also come recommended by the German Federation Association of Food Inspectors.
The groove/tongue assembly system paid off
when the cold rooms were installed at Karl’s
Adventure Village in Elstal: The Pommernkälte
refrigeration team only had only a short timeframe for installing the entire cold room complex. “Everything had to work like clockwork,
and thanks to the easy installation, we stayed
right on schedule,” said Peter Schmidt. Customers and fitters alike appreciate their close
and constructive cooperation with Viessmann,
especially when it comes to fulfilling specific
customer requirements.
A special kind of customer requirements
The project was also a special première,
because it was the first time in Viessmann
factory in Hof, Germany, that Viessmann had
used their new powder coating system, a special paint used on the exterior of the Standard
WL 100 Tecto cold rooms and freezer units in
RAL colour 8022.

they are coated with SmartProtec antimi-

Professional competence and high flexibility
Robert Krohn was also impressed by the flexibility and quality of Viessmann cold rooms
and freezer units: “We are very pleased to
see how flexible and yet robust the refrigeration solutions by Viessmann are. In Zirkow on
Rügen, for example, we already assembled
and disassembled the sandwich panels up to
ten times. The cold rooms are still in tip-top

shape. It’s easy to see how investing in quality pays off in the long run.”

Robert Krohn,
Authorised Representative,
Karl’s Adventure Village

Hotel/restaurant/catering

Aida sales counter at the Baguette
lunch-café in the Malmin Nova shopping centre in Helsinki

Aida sales counter in stainless steel
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The success story: Baguette Helsinki, Finland
Aida combines functionality and attractive design

Jari Liimatta, who runs the Baguette bakery
and lunch-café at the Malmin Nova shopping
centre in Helsinki, has modernised his business and equipped it with Aida baked goods
counters from Viessmann for selling sweet
and savoury baked products.
Versatile and low-maintenance sales
counter
The existing sales counters in the Baguette
bakery café were about ten years old when
the first irreparable malfunctions appeared.
That’s why Liimatta decided to replace them
with Aida counters from Viessmann.
Attractiveness, functionality and temperature
stability all played major roles in Liimatta’s
decision.
Aida is a versatile, easy-to-clean and ecofriendly range of counters for baked goods,
snacks and other delicacies. The service
counter at the Baguette bakery café is made
up of Aida refrigerated counters in stainless
steel.

Hotel/restaurant/catering

Cukiernia Staropolska, Bydgoszcz, Poland
Cukiernia Staropolska is one of the largest
confectioneries in Poland. With roughly
360,000 residents, the independent city of
Bydgoszcz in north-western Poland is the
eighth-largest city in Poland. The confectionery is using our Tecto Standard WL 80 and
WL 100 as well as Tecto Special in the storage and production areas at 20 branches.

Hotel Lenart, Wieliczka, Poland
The four-star hotel Lenart, only 10 km away
from Krakow, is the quintessence of modernity, luxury and style. It is connected to a
modern and spacious convention and training
centre which can accommodate more than
700 people. Two Tecto cold rooms for standard refrigeration and one Tecto for deep freezing ensure that the food stored for the guests
to eat is reliably fresh.
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Palac Poledno, Poledno, Poland
The building complex in the village of Poledno,
with its historical palace and park, is made up
of a hotel and restaurant, an educational and
natural science exhibit and conference rooms.
Tecto cold and freezer rooms from Viessmann
are used in the kitchen and catering areas.

Hotel Soray, Krakow-Wieliczka, Poland
This popular and stylish hotel offers comfortable rooms and apartments in an ideal location
to see the sights of Lesser Poland. Furnished
in Jack Daniels style, the gourmet restaurant
places great value on detail, which is why the
tableware, furniture, colours and interior decoration elements are all carefully selected. The
kitchen area is equipped with two cold rooms
from Viessmann, a Tecto Standard WL 80 and
a Tecto Standard WL 100.

Convenience stores

Deli and Visio multidecks in two
branches of the 7-Eleven Convenience
Shop at Copenhagen Airport, Denmark
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The success story: 7-Eleven Convenience Shop,
Copenhagen, Denmark
Ideal applications for plug-in refrigerated display units from Viessmann

7-Eleven is an international conglomerate and,
measured by its number of branches, is the

Freshness and healthy variety for immediate consumption

largest chain of retail stores in the world.
Originally, the stores were open from 7:00
am to 11:00 pm, which is where the company
gets its name.

That’s why there are many healthy products,
some of which 7-Eleven hardly carried until
recently: smoothies, nuts, juice, salad,
yoghurt and cereal – many in organic quality. The ecological sense of pre-washed fruit
packaged in plastic is debatable – but since
7-Eleven has been offering apples in the little
bags, its turnover has surely doubled.
The profit should now adjust with a greater
focus on immediate consumption and health.
“We want to get rid of low-quality fast food to
make way for higher-grade, fresher, healthier
products,” explains Jesper Ostergaard, head
of 7-Eleven Denmark.

New convenience concept
7-Eleven’s new orientation can be seen in the
two branches at Copenhagen Airport. On the
ground floor, food products were pushed
away from the edges and into the centre
of attention, while the checkout counter is
livened up with fresh baked goods. The upper
floor is even more important: that’s where
7-Eleven is testing out a new dining station
named “Deli.” At its heart is a small, open
kitchen in which three employees bake rolls
and pizza, fry omelettes and pancakes, cut
fruit and make sandwiches. Before the 90
square metre sales area lies a dining area
with 88 seats. The new concept is planned
to be rolled out successively in 50 markets
as a shop-in-shop or in the form of individual
modules. The parent company Reitan plans
to use it in airports and train stations all over
Scandinavia.

High presentation value and optimal use
of space
Convenience formats are ideal areas to use
plug-in refrigeration units from Viessmann.
Deli refrigeration units set themselves apart
through their outstanding energy efficiency and
temperature stability. They are ideally suited to
delicatessens or large volumes of fast-movers
in the field of convenience food. Glass side
walls and attractive lighting promote appealing
product presentation. With its 360° product
presentation, the Visio multideck guarantees
an extraordinary shopping experience. Large,
glass surfaces, doors on both sides and LED
lighting make Visio a good sales promoter and
optimise space productivity.

Convenience stores

Visio multideck in ABC Convenience
Store Kivihaka, Vaasa, Finland

The glass doors on both sides of the Visio ensure a good
view of the products.

The Visio sales counter makes product selection easier for
customers.
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The success story: ABC Kivihaka, Vaasa, Finland
The new Visio cooling rack standing in a central location in an
ABC Convenience Store

The ABC Kivihaka Convenience Store was
opened in June 2014. It offers a grocery store
and an ABC restaurant with 200 seats on an
area of nearly 1800 m².
Large glass surfaces for outstanding view
of the goods
With its large glass surfaces, the Visio plug-in
multideck from Viessmann offers a new, more
central location for the beverages. In addition
to the glazed side walls, the Visio has glass
doors on both sides, providing an excellent
view of the goods and making shopping easy.
The unit’s LED lighting highlights the design
of the bottles, increasing the sales appeal.
Due to the installation in the middle of the
aisle, only one plug-in unit came into consideration. With its colourful beverage bottles and
packages, the Visio multideck is now a major
part of the overall aesthetic concept at the
store. “For best-possible customer service,
the displays must be filled and the beverages
must be in straight rows,” says Antti Kaukonen. “The cooling rack offers ideal possibilities for loading in and arranging the goods.”

Kaukonen is enthusiastic: “Cold beverage
sales nearly doubled within a short time.
I’m already looking forward to a hot summer,
when drink sales always increase as a law of
nature.
ABC Kivihaka is KPO’s 13th convenience
store. It is one of the largest regional cooperatives in Finland and market and price leader
in the region. KPO is part of the S-Group,
the largest food retail chain in Finland.

Medical centres and laboratories

Red Cross Upper Austria,
Blood Bank Linz

Tecto Special 100

Tecto Special 100
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The success story: Blood Bank Linz, Austria
State-of-the-art technology in Europe’s most modern blood banks

The blood bank in Linz, capital of Upper Austria,
is one of the leading institutions of its kind
in Europe. This position of leadership calls
for the use of ground-breaking technologies.
So the choice of technical equipment for the
building was very important, especially for the
temperature-controlled rooms and medical care
facilities.

In addition to five Tecto Special 100 cold
rooms with a total area of 64 square metres,
there are also seven freezer rooms on hand
with a total area of roughly 100 square
metres. Five cell cabinets with glass doors
are also in use. In addition to blood reserves,
human tissue and stem cells are also stored at
consistently low temperatures.

10,000 square metres of laboratory,
research and treatment facilities
Every year at the Linz blood bank, 75,000
blood bags undergo high-grade processing in
the conventional donation area alone. Roughly
10,000 square metres of usable area are available for laboratory, research and treatment
facilities.

Meets the strictest hygiene requirements
In order to reduce the risk of infections for
patients and minimise contamination, it is
essential to meet hygiene requirements.
No problem for Viessmann cold rooms and
freezer rooms. Floor corners are rounded
and the floor surfaces feature a seamless,
stepless, form-fit design. All surfaces of the
Viessmann products used in the blood bank
are made of high-grade stainless steel.

Perfect system technology from Viessmann
“Viessmann products offer constant reliability.
The details and system technology are just
right here. Thanks to the sophisticated, selfcentring groove/tongue system, the individual
elements fit together perfectly. We save
a great deal of time during the assembly
process and, with the aid of the Tecto overlapping system, can join the individual walls

without any joints. This means that the Viessmann rooms offer the best possible hygiene
standards,” says Herbert Leitner, refrigeration
system specialist from Upper Austria, who
carried out the project together with Viessmann.
Herbert Leitner,
refrigeration system specialist Austria

Medical centres and laboratories

Neunkirchen Regional Hospital,
Lower Austria

Viessmann Tecto Special 100 cold room for the laboratory

Interior photo of an installed Viessmann
Tecto cold room
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The success story: Neunkirchen Regional Hospital, Austria
Efficient refrigeration system technology for kitchen, cafeteria and laboratory

After two years of construction, the cuttingedge general public Neunkirchen Regional
Hospital in Lower Austria was officially
opened in November 2015 and started
admitting its first patients. The new regional
hospital guarantees not only comprehensive
and future-oriented healthcare, it also sets
high standards in environmental awareness
and energy efficiency. This was also reflected
in the refrigeration system technology from
Viessmann for the kitchen, cafeteria and
laboratory.
The Neunkirchen Regional Hospital project let
Viessmann take full advantage of its expertise
in tailor-made refrigeration system technology. 11 cold rooms, 3 freezer rooms and 1
laboratory room were built. The Tecto Special
cold rooms were also installed in a fivecompartment combination (45 m²) and a twocompartment combination (20 m²) according
to individual customer requirements. Special
equipment features: Door elements in stainless steel and covering for all columns using
cam lock technology.

the fullest by the Viessmann cold room with
SmartProtec antimicrobial powder coating
and a decoupled, failure-proof refrigeration
system.
In addition to the hygiene standards, efficiency in on-demand refrigeration capacity
also constantly played a major role at the
Neunkirchen Regional Hospital. The total
refrigeration capacity of nearly 55 kW is
ensured by two frequency-controlled cooling
units. In interaction with precisely calculated
high-performance evaporators, these units
also safeguard the necessary temperatures in
the rooms. In order to maintain an overview of
this large number of cold rooms and refrigeration points, enable a clear presentation and
meet HCCP regulations, all relevant areas
were equipped with a temperature recording
and monitoring system with uninterrupted
alarm management integrated in a network.
For that reason, only refrigerants with a low
GWP value (R 134A) were used.

With the laboratory cold room in particular,
the planning engineer placed exceptionally
strict requirements on hygiene, failureproofness and reliability, which were met to

Active partnership
“The Neunkirchen Regional Hospital project
can be considered a top example of an
active partnership. The mix of the suppliers’
competence and expertise in execution with
Bittec’s dedicated employees made a great
match. Thanks to successful cooperation with
V iessmann’s planning engineers and consultant team, we succeeded in developing an

Source:

efficient solution for the hospital’s kitchen, cafeteria and laboratory which meets the highest
standards, and we implemented it in the shortest time. Now, we are already concentrating
on new, upcoming challenges,” summarises
Gerald Bittermann, business owner of Bittec
Kälte- und Klimatechnik.
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Gerald Bittermann, Managing Director
of Bittec Kälte- und Klimatechnik.

Medical centres and laboratories

Initial construction of B. Braun’s
compounding factory in Melsungen,
Germany
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The success story: Initial construction of B. Braun’s
compounding factory in Melsungen, Germany
Innovative refrigeration tunnel for clean room installation from Viessmann

By building its new compounding factory
in Melsungen, the company B. Braun has,
in close cooperation with construction and
project partners, created a production facility
for patient-individual nutrition solutions which
meets the latest technical requirements and
most demanding quality standards. B. Braun
ranks among the world’s leading providers
of solutions for the healthcare market and
supplies users and patients with products
and product systems for anaesthesia, intensive care, cardiology, extracorporeal blood
treatment and surgery, as well as services
for clinics, practising physicians and home
care. Patient-individual nutrition solutions for
parenteral administration, known as “compounding,” make an important contribution to
clinical nutrition for patients who have highly
specific requirements and cannot be adequately provided for with standard products.
In order to simplify the process of discharging compounding products, a horizontal flow
refrigeration tunnel was installed for the heart
of the production facility for the first time.
This innovation was developed by B. Braun
Engineering in cooperation with Viessmann.
Now, the freshly produced bags which
require refrigerated storage, are immediately
transported to the refrigerated area and can

be removed on the other side the next day
without having to be transported again. The
new development simplifies the manufacturing process, guarantees compliance with the
cooling chain and improves handling for the
PNS employees.

Viessmann international

Viessmann refrigeration systems is represented by subsidiaries and representative
offices in 18 countries.
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Always close to you

Viessmann is one of Europe’s leading supplies of refrigeration solutions. Local refrigeration sales
organisations in 18 different countries ensure the greatest possible proximity to the customer and
offer a comprehensive range of products and services – from maintenance and service to technical
support. The wide range of expertise in the Viessmann Group always paves the way to the perfect
solution for the market partner.
Production
Viessmann refrigeration systems offer one contact point for refrigeration sales, marketing and services. Its production sites in Germany and Finland stand for high-quality refrigerated cabinets, cold
rooms and refrigeration systems, as well as great expertise in the field of commercial refrigeration.
The bundling of both companies’ long-term experience is a great benefit to the customers, who
receive comprehensive refrigeration solutions from a single supplier.

Production in Germany

Production in Finland

Hailing from the Bavarian town of Hof,
V iessmann Kühlsysteme GmbH is the European market leader and chief manufacturer of
temperature-controlled cold rooms and refrigeration units for the commercial and industrial
sectors. Over 500 employees manufacture
highly efficient and innovative products which
meet the strict standards in the gastronomy,
hotel and food production and processing
industries.

Viessmann Refrigeration Systems Oy
(previously known as Norpe Oy) was founded
in Finland in 1953 and is part of the Viessmann
Group. The company manufacturers innovative
commercial refrigeration cabinets with remote
and plug-in technology and refrigeration
systems. More than 300 refrigeration experts
work at company headquarters in Porvoo.

Viessmann Kühlsysteme GmbH
Dr.-Vießmann-Straße 1
95030 Hof/Saale

Viessmann Refrigeration Systems Oy
PL 24 (Teollisuustie 7)
06151 Porvoo
Finland

Telephone: +49 9281 8140
Fax: +49 9281 814269
E-mail: kuehlsysteme@viessmann.de
Web: kuehlen.viessmann.de

Telephone: +358 19537 8000
Fax: +358 19537 8100
E-mail: info.fi@viessmann.com
Web: cooling.viessmann.com

Austria
Viessmann Kühlsysteme Austria GmbH
Telephone +43 72 35 66367-0
office_vk_at@viessmann.com
kuehlen.viessmann.at

Latvia
Viessmann Refrigeration Systems Latvia filiále
Telephone +371 6782 8449
info.lv@viessmann.com
cooling.viessmann.com

Belgium
Viessmann Nederland B.V.
Telephone +31 85 018 7460
info-ref-be@viessmann.com
cooling.viessmann.com

Netherlands
Viessmann Nederland B.V.
Telephone +31 85 018 7460
info-ref-nl@viessmann.com
koelen.viessmann.nl

Czech Republic
Viessmann, spol. s r.o.
Telephone + 420 257 090 900
viessmann@viessmann.cz
cooling.viessmann.com

Norway
Viessmann Refrigeration Systems AS
Telephone +47 3336 3500
post@viessmann.no
kjol.viessmann.no

Denmark
Viessmann Refrigeration Systems ApS
Telephone +45 4120 5420
info.dk@viessmann.com
koele.viessmann.dk

Poland
Viessmann Systemy Chłodnicze Sp. z o.o.
Telephone +48 22 882 0020
info.pl@viessmann.com
chlodnicze.viessmann.pl

Estonia
Viessmann Külmasüsteemid OÜ
Telephone +372 675 5150
info.ee@viessmann.com
kylm.viessmann.ee

Russia
Viessmann Group – Refrigeration Systems
Moscow, St. Petersburg
Telephone +7 499 277 1260
holod.viessmann.ru

Finland
Viessmann Refrigeration Systems Oy
Telephone +358 19 537 8000
info.fi@viessmann.com
cooling.viessmann.com
Viessmann Kylmäjärjestelmät Oy
Telephone +358 19 537 8000
info.fi@viessmann.com
kylma.viessmann.fi

Slovakia
Viessmann, s.r.o.
Telephone +421 32 23 01 00
viessmann@viessmann.sk
cooling.viessmann.com

France
Viessmann Technique du Froid S.à.r.l.
Telephone +33 3 87 13 08 13
france@viessmann-refrigeration.com
froid.viessmann.fr
Germany
Viessmann Kühlsysteme GmbH, Hof
Telephone +49 9281 814-0
Viessmann Kühlsysteme GmbH, Mainz
Telephone +49 61315 7046-17
kuehlsysteme@viessmann.de
cooling.viessmann.co.uk
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Ireland
Viessmann Refrigeration Systems Limited
Telephone +353 1 617 7930
sales@viessmann-coldtech.ie
cooling.viessmann.co.uk

The contents of this document are copyright protected.
Copies and other usage are subject to prior consent.
Subject to modifications.

Sweden
Viessmann Refrigeration Systems AB
Telephone +46 8 5941 1200
info.refrigeration@viessmann.se
kyla.viessmann.se
Switzerland
Viessmann (Schweiz) AG
Telephone +41 56 418 67 11
info@viessmann.ch
kuehlen.viessmann.ch
United Arabian Emirates
Viessmann Middle East FZE
Telephone +971 43724247
refrigeration@viessmann.ae
cooling.viessmann.com
United Kingdom
Viessmann Refrigeration Systems Limited
Telephone +44 1952 457157
sales@viessmann-coldtech.co.uk
cooling.viessmann.co.uk

